
Bring teams together and ensure every voice  
is heard—across the room and around the  
world. The impressive ThinkSmart Hub is a  
compact conferencing upgrade from traditional 
speakerphones that delivers better controls,  
inclusive audio, and reliable hardware all  
built on the trusted Lenovo compute. And  
multitasking is faster and more secure than  
ever, with Windows 11, enhanced 16GB memory,  
and Intel vPro® with Intel® Core™ i5  processors. 

Lenovo ThinkSmart  
Hub Gen 2



Welcome your team around the table.  
Learn more at www.lenovo.com/ThinkSmart
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EASY TO USE
Maximize every meeting with a rotatable display that allows all participants to easily start,  
join, and share meeting controls. With its generous 10.1-inch touchscreen smudge-free display 
and 10-point touch, it is easy to navigate the screen. And, since Lenovo ThinkSmart Hub is  
fully certified for Microsoft Teams Rooms, you can provide your teams with an effective and 
consistent work environment.

EVERY VOICE HEARD 
Bring big ideas together with an inclusive center-of-table design that allows everyone in the 
room—and remote participants—to hear and be heard. Ideal for small and medium rooms, the 
Lenovo ThinkSmart Hub provides a remarkable audio experience with four built-in speakers and 
four built-in microphones, ensuring meeting equity around the table.

EASY TO DEPLOY
Simple to set up right from the box, Lenovo ThinkSmart Hub is the ideal return-to-office solution. 
The sleek, clutter-free design with minimal footprint features a single cable connection to make 
deployment a snap. Delivering great value and high reliability, this lasting investment can upgrade 
small or medium meeting rooms into certified Microsoft Teams Rooms.

•  ThinkSmart Manager Premium for one year

•  Smart Collaboration Professional Services 
Deploy and Maintain for one year

•  Premier Support warranty services with 
24/7/365 access to Lenovo expert technicians 
for three years

The right support included.
The Lenovo ThinkSmart Hub Gen 
2 comes with ThinkSmart-Start to 
maximize your meeting uptime.


